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lecturemania
'vl I In an optics kit (her '.''•.• six concave lenses, four con-

vex lenses, two prism=, and Uso mirrors. In how many
different ways can one choose a concave lens, a convex
lens, a prism, and a mirror from ihis kit?

5.12 A psychologist is preparing three-letter nonsense
words for use in a memory test. He chooses the first
letter from the consonants k, m, w, and z. He chooses
the middle letter from the vowels a, i, and n. He chooses
the final letter from the consonants b, d, /, k, m, and I.

(a) How many different three-leltcr nonsense words
can he construct?

(b) How many of these nonsense words will begin
with the letter z?

(c) How many of these nonsense words will end
with either k or m?

(d) How many of these nonsense words wil l begin
and end with the same letter?
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An amusement park has 28 different rides. In how
many different ways can a person try four of these
rides, assuming (hat order matters and that she does
not want to try any ride more than once?
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5 21) In how many ways can four new corporate clients be
"" assigned to eleven service representatives, assuming

that each service representative can be given at most

one of the corporate clients?

5.39 A men's clothing story carries eight kinds of sweaters,
six kinds of slacks, and ten kinds of shirts. In how many
ways can two of each kind be chosen for a special sale?

4

fti-aj-tyj*
5.37 A ten-pack of batteries has two defective batteries. In

how many ways can one select three of these batteries
and get

(a) neither of the defective batteries;
(b) one of the defective batteries;
(c) both of the defective batteries?_
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5.47 When one card is drawn from a well-shuffled deck of
52 standard playing cards, what are the probabilities
of getting

(a) a black queen;
(b) a jack, queen, or king of any suit;
(c) a black card;
(d) any one of a 4, 5, 6, or 7;
(e) a heart?

5.48 Two cards are dealt from a well-shuffled deck. What
are the probabilities of getting

(a) two red cards;
(b) two kings?

5.49 If three cards are dealt from a well-shuffled deck, find
the probabilities of getting

(a) three spades;
(b) two kings and one queen;
(c) two diamonds and one heart.
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6.42 The probabili ty that a typist wil l make at most three
mistakes when typing a long letter, or make from four
to eight, arc 0.57 and 0.33. Use the postulates, and/or
the rules on page 128 to find the probabilities that the
typist will make

(a) at least four mistakes;
(b) at most eight mistakes;
(c) more than eight mistakes.

6.39 Given P(M) = 0.31 and P(N) = 0.62, where A/ and N
are mutually exclusive, use the postulates and/or the
rules on page 128 to find

(a) i'(M'): (c) P(A/ u \);
(b) P(N'); (d) P(.W'njV').

6.40 Use a Venn diagram to rework the preceding exercise.
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6.64 Figure 6.11 pertains to the number of persons who arc the probability £, what are the probabilities that
invited to a conference and the number of persons who (a) at most Ihree persons will attend;
attend. If each of the 35 points of the sample space has (b) at least six persons will be invited;

(c) one invited person will not attend?
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Number of person? who are invited

FIGURE 6.11 Sample space for Exercise 6.64.
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6.70 The probabilities that a person stoppmg at a gas
station will ask to have his tires checked is 0 14 the
probably that he will ask ,o have his oil checked is
0.27 and the probability that he will ask to have them
both checked is 0.09. What are the probabilities that a
person stopping at this gas station will have

(a) his tires, his oil, or both checked;
(b) neither his tires nor his oil checked?
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6.78 A guidance department gives students various kinds
of tests. If / is the event that a student scores high in
intelligence, A is the event that a student rates high on
a social adjustmenl scale, and N is the event that a
student displays neurotic tendencies, express symboli-
cally the probabilities that

(a) a student who scores high in intelligence will
display neurotic tendencies;

(b) a student who does not rate high on the social
adjustment scale will not score high in intelli-
gence;

(c) a student who displays neurotic tendencies will
neither score high in intelligence nor rate high
on the social adjustment scale.

6.79 With reference to the preceding exercise, state in
words what probabilities are expressed by

(a) P(I\A);
(b) P(A\N'Y,
(c) P(N'|/n4).

6.82 There are 80 applicant seeking to obtain a fast food
franchise. Some of these persons are college graduates
and some are not. Some have prior experience in the
food service industry and some do not. The exact
breakdown is

--t College Not coliegef£
(^'graduates graduases '

Prior \C - food service

experience
,_ No prior
f^' food service

experience

24 36

12 8

If the order in which the applicants are processed is
random, G is the event that the first applicant pro-
cessed is a college graduate, and E is the event that
the first applicant processed has prior food service
experience, determine each of the following probabili-
ties directly from the entries and the row and column

totals of the table:
(a) P(G);
(b) P(E');
(c) P(G n Efc
(d) P(G' n Ffc

(e) P(E\G);
(f) P(G'\E')-
(g) P(E'IG');
(h) P(E u G).

g-o

i) fCfue) ~1-
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6.88 The probability that a bus from Cleveland lo Chicago
will leave on time is 0,80, and the probability that it
will leave on time and also arrive on time is 0.72.

(a) What is the conditional probability lh;ii if sucfi
a bus leaves on time it will also arrive on liir.e'.'

(b) If the probability is 0.75 that such a bus will
arrive on time, what is the conditional proba-
bility that if such a bus does not leave on lime it
will nevertheless arrive on time?

6.91 The probability that a student attending LI Western
college will buy a personal computer is 0.50. and the
probability tha t if he buys a personal computer his
grades wil l go up is 0.72. What is the probability thai
a student attending this college will buy a personal
computer and have his grades go up?
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6.) 16 It is known from experience that in a certain industry
60 percent of all labor-management disputes are over
wages, 15 percent are over working conditions, and 25
percent are over fringe issues. Also, 45 percent of the
disputes over wages are resolved without strikes, 70
percent of the disputes over working conditions are
resolved without strikes, and 40 percent of the dis-
putes over fringe issues are resolved without strikes.

ttj What is the probability that a labor-management
dispute in this industry will be resolved without a
strike?

*0

*. P(f.)
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6.113 In a certain community, 8 pcrctnl of all adults over 50
have diabetes. If a doctor in this community correctly
diagnoses 95 percent of all persons wi th diabetes as
having the disease and incorrectly diagnoses 2 percent
of all persons without diabetes as having the disease,
what is the probability that an adult over 50 diag-
nosed by this doctor as having diabetes acliij'!;- h'ls
the disease?
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